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A Study of Thoughts of Huihong’s Wenzichan 
 II
Abstract 
During the end of Tang Dynasty and The Five Dynasty, the culture came to 
change with the society change. In the aspect of relation between Confucianism and 
Buddhism, convert from advocating Confucianism and discriminating against 
Buddhism to merge between Confucianism and Buddhism. Chan sector began to 
change from alienation of language of the agriculture Chan to dependence on 
language of scholar-officials Chan. With commodities economy development, the 
autocratic monarchy reinforcement, Buddhism culture prosperity in the Northern 
Song Dynasty, scholar-officials extensively practices meditation and the writing Chan 
appeared accordingly. The Huihong’s Wenzichan after the Wenzichan of 
Fenyangshanzhao、 Xuedouchongxian、Yuanwukeqin, make the Wenzichan further 
theoretically and systematically. The author systematically make a study of formation 
and content, the annotating way, language features, philosophical meaning and 
theoretical influence from the point of Chan idea and philosophy .There are four 
chapters in this dissertation. 
In the first chapter, the author elaborated cultural change during Tang the Song 
Dynasty. At first, the author introduced the cultural change lead to formation of 
Wenzichan during Tang the Song Dynasty. And then, elaborated the reason of the 
Huihong’s Wenzichan from the three aspect of Huihong’s experience in all his life, 
social and cultural background, idea origin and make a study of the significance by 
examine various implementations of the Huihong’s Wenzichan. 
In the second chapter, the author elaborated annotating way of the Huihong’s 
Wenzichan which mainly explain the Zen with Confucianism, Zhouyi, sutra and 
poetry. It shows that Confucianism, Zhouyi, sutra and poetry are the convenient gate 
which Huihong annotate Wenzichan. 
In the third chapter, the author elaborated the language features of Huihong’s 
Wenzichan which Huihong show the Zen by florid and mysterious languages and 
obscene languages. It shows that florid and mysterious languages is the way that 
Huihong practice the Wenzichan, obscene languages is the practice of theory that 















In the fourth chapter, the author elaborated the philosophical meaning and 
theoretical influence of the Huihong’s Wenzichan. Huihong put forward to the 
theoretical premise, path, principle of between writing and  Reality from the view of 
philosophical contrary theory between writing and Reality, which established a 
language’s function in practicing meditation and show the language’s philosophical 
meaning .The author  discussed the Huihong Wenzichan ’s theories influence about 
Kanhuachan and Mozhaochan and Zibozhenke’sWenzichan. The author Point out that 
the Huihong’s Wenzichan have important theoretic meaning and enlightening meaning. 
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